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maining effective until the article reaches the consumer and
the container is opened by him/'
As noted already, the plaintiff who consumed the ginger beer
was not the purchaser, and thus there was a claim in tort alone.
Even in these days of the litigation complex, damages cannot
always be recovered.    In Weekes v. Joseph Terry 8c Sons,, Ltd.
(1941), Glasgow Herald, 27 March, 1941, Miss M. L. P. Weekes,
a Glasgow dressmaker, claimed £2,500 as damages in respect of in-
juries sustained by her in swallowing a piece of a safety razor
blade which, she averred, was contained in a chocolate made by
the defenders. She was awarded £800 but the decision was reversed
on appeal to the Court of Session.    The question for decision
was whether the metal became associated with the chocolate in
the defenders' factory or in the pursuer's house after the box
was first opened.   The pursuer's expert witness had stated that
a foreign element could only have been introduced when pack-
ing in the crimped cup, but at that stage the chocolate coating
was hard and glazed, so that a clean piece of metal could not
readily adhere.    The box had been left open at the week-end
and whereas five chocolates only were accounted for, some other
eleven or twelve were missing and no explanation was given of
the discrepancy.   There was no evidence to show that the pur-
suer's shop and other rooms were kept clean and tidy, and pre-
vious occupiers may have used old razor blades in their trade;
it was proved that no razor blade or anything resembling it was
used at the defenders' factory, and no such thing had ever been
seen in the packing room according to the evidence of the fore-
man who had been with the defenders for thirty-one years. The
Learned Judge  held  that  it was  impossible  to  say  that the
pursuer had proved  that  the metal  and  the  chocolate  were
brought together in the factory rather than in her own house
or shop.    The balance of probability inclined the other way
because in the factory special care against such accidents was
part of the routine*, whereas in the pursuer's premises no special
precautions were taken.
The manufacturers were therefore vindicated, and the case
emphasised the extreme care taken at every stage in the manu-
facture and packing of chocolate confectionery.
In Daniels and Wife v. R. White 8c Sons, Ltd., and Another
(1938), 4 All E.R. 258, the male plaintiff bought a bottle of
* X-ray machines are at times used to detect foreign bodies in chocolate
and confectionery but these have been superseded in recent years by metallic
detectors; they are electronic devices which mechanically and audibly give
warning of the presence of metal in goods passed through the device.

